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Overture: Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna Franz von Suppé 
 

 
Sur le Bout des Doigts Iestyn Harding 
 
 
Prélude à L'après-midi d'un faune Claude Debussy 
 
 

 

INTERVAL 

 

Symphonic Dances, Op.64 Edvard Grieg 
 
 

  

Programme Notes 

Overture: Morning, Noon and Night in Vienna Franz von Suppé 

 (1819-95) 

Suppé, if he is remembered at all these days, is thought of purely as a 
composer of Viennese operetta, although his roots were rather more 
complex and interesting.  Born in what is now Croatia, he only moved to 
Vienna in his 20s, never becoming completely fluent in German (his 
third language), and spent large amounts of time in Italy in the company 
of Donizetti, who was a distant relative.  This perhaps explains why his 
music presents such a perfect marriage of Straussian elegance and 
Rossinian high spirits.  Peter Branscombe, a leading authority on the 
composer, comments rather damningly “his scoring is worthy of the 
finest orchestras rather than the bands that so often seize upon the 
overtures in particular” – so Abergavenny Symphony Orchestra will 
clearly have no trouble in doing it justice. 

The operettas themselves (some of which have the most intriguing 
titles: what about Franz Schubert, or Ten Girls and no Husband?) are 
completely lost to history, never having been recorded or seemingly 
produced after Suppé’s death.  The overtures, on the other hand, still 
have a secure place in the repertoire, particularly Light Cavalry, Poet 

and Peasant, and Morning, Noon and Night, being indeed so familiar 
that the tunes are known even to those who have never heard of the 
composer. 

Dating from early in Suppé’s career, this overture is unusual in his 
output in not belonging to an operetta, but merely being the 
introduction to an otherwise spoken play by one Franz Xavier Told.  It 
begins with a brisk call to attention, reminding this writer somewhat 
irrelevantly of the opening of Stravinsky’s Symphony in C, after which 
comes a long and lovely cello solo, which would be entirely fit for the 
hero to sing under the heroine’s balcony in a real opera.  The main 
Allegro can sound like no more than a medley of tunes, although they 
are assembled with considerable artistry into a highly-compressed 
sonata movement. 



Sur le Bout des Doigts Iestyn Harding (b.1975) 

Plenty has been written about ‘lockdown’, the pandemic, and how lives 

have been affected.  One of the better things to have happened during 

this time was the creative way musicians managed to connect with 
audiences and each other outside traditional avenues.  Peter Geraghty 
was keen on the orchestra having a lockdown project and he asked me 
whether I could arrange some music for interested people to work on. 

While some musicians were very ambitious in taking on Mahler 
symphonies and the like, Peter suggested we “set the bar fairly low!” 

The key would be to have a straightforward basic tempo with low or 
little rhythmic complexity.  I didn’t want to transcribe or reduce any 
existing music for the 15 or so available musicians so I started to think 
of musical ideas I could do something more original with.  The Welsh 
fiddle tune Pwt ar y bys wormed its way into my imagination and mixed 

with other things it became transformed. 

Pwt ar y bys is variously translated as “under the fingers”; “put on the 
finger”; “lift the latch”; and even Buttered Peas!  I also found a French 
or Breton source for the tune which led to the original title Sur le bout 

des doigts or “on the fingertips”.  This being a bit of a mouthful to say 
let alone to type in every message, Buttered Peas seems to have stuck. 

The response to our little lockdown project was positive and so now 
that we are getting back toward a normal concert-giving existence it 
was suggested that it might be nice to play Buttered Peas in real life. 

One of the restrictions of the original version was a lack of available 
bass instruments, so when Michael agreed to programme the piece I 
took the opportunity to expand the scoring to involve the full orchestra.  

Being ever so slightly grander, I decided to revert to the original French 
title. 

It has been a real joy to hear the piece take shape in rehearsal and to 
grow from a throw-away diversion into a concert piece getting its first 
performance. 
 Iestyn Harding 

Prélude à L'après-midi d'un faune Claude Debussy (1862-1918) 

The Prélude à L'après-midi d'un faune, composed in 1894, was 

Debussy's first original orchestral work, earlier surviving pieces all being 

orchestrations of piano music.  It was described by Pierre Boulez as "the 
beginning of modern music" but, like all truly revolutionary pieces, it is 
as much a synthesis of prevailing trends as a completely new departure.  
There is little in the harmony that would have worried Wagner, nothing 

about the single-subject sonata form (with even a cadence on the 
dominant key to end the exposition!) that would have been unfamiliar 

to Haydn, while the dreamy pastoral mode was already well established 
in the work of Gabriel Fauré.  What marks out the Prélude as something 
entirely new is the extraordinary pointilliste precision of the 
orchestration, each note seemingly not so much written on paper as 
etched in diamond, and the radical "deconstructivist" approach to 

development, which sees the main U-shaped flute theme broken apart 
and its every last detail used in the derivation of new motifs.  So, far 
from being a free-form rhapsody, the Prélude is one of the most highly 
organised pieces ever composed. 

Debussy intended the piece as an illustration of Mallarmé's poem 
L'après-midi d'un faune, which evokes rather than describes a faun 

drowsing in the midday heat and being tempted by visions of nymphs.  
The poet was reportedly unhappy about his work being used as a basis 
for music, at least until he actually heard the piece – after which he 
wrote Debussy an admiring note to the effect that, far from detracting 
from the poem, the music amplified it and succeeded in delving even 
deeper into the feelings evoked by the words. 

The Prélude was quickly taken up by orchestras around the world, even 
penetrating that most solidly traditional of musical cultures, the British.  
J.D.M. Rorke, in his classic Musical Pilgrim's Progress (admittedly 
written 30 years after the premiere), wrote that the jaded music critic 
never had less fear of boredom than when the flute breathed out the 
opening melody. 

 



Symphonic Dances Edvard Grieg (1843-1907) 

Grieg is without doubt the greatest musician to have come out of 

Norway.  He was born at a time when the country was gaining 

confidence on the world stage, soon to be reflected in the 
achievements of pioneers such as Ibsen and Amundsen, and eventually 
leading to full independence at the start of the 20th century.  Grieg’s 
rather un-Nordic name came from his great-grandfather, an Aberdonian 

shipbuilder, via a small vowel shift; Captain Scott, in the country in 
search of some snow and ice on which to practise beforehand and spoil 

all the fun, unconsciously reverted to the original spelling when he 
noted in his diary “Met Greig (composer)”. 

Grieg was not a prolific composer for the orchestra; apart from an early 
C minor Symphony and the immortal Piano Concerto, these Symphonic 

Dances represent his only other extended orchestral composition.  This 

was due not to any lack of skill in writing for orchestra, nor in handling 
large forms – his three violin sonatas and string quartet are staples of 
the chamber-music repertoire – so much as to simple pressure of time; 
six months of each year were spent in concert tours, another month or 
so in walking in the mountains, both schedules frequently interrupted 
by illness.  Also, his early training in Leipzig and Copenhagen seems to 

have left him with an aversion to symphonies.  The C minor work, which 
he later suppressed (quite unadvisedly, as it is a characteristic and 
enjoyable piece), was written under the instruction of Niels Gade, who 
perhaps treated the rustic Norwegian with a little too much disdain.  
When, in 1867, his compatriot Johan Svendsen presented his own D 
major Symphony – a true masterpiece – in Copenhagen, Grieg realised it 

was time to hang up his symphonic gloves for good.  (He did however 
rescue the two middle movements of the symphony as 2 Symphonic 

Pieces for piano duet, Op.14.) 

Grieg appears to have been the first composer to use the title 
"Symphonic Dances", with the suggestion that here is not just a 
collection of tunes (although the piece has them in superabundance), 

but rather a piece that will exhibit the sort of thematic development 

and, in its four movements, the form associated with a true symphony.  
So, even though written three years later than Debussy’s Prélude, and 
sounding at first hearing much more rooted in the 19th century, these 

Dances have had their own influence on 20th-century music, not only in 
the appropriation of the title by Hindemith, Rachmaninoff and 

Bernstein for works of their own, but in their obsessive repetition and 
transformation of small motifs in a way that anticipates Janáček. 

Grieg’s initial inspiration, as in so many of his works, lay in the 
collections of folk tunes assembled by Ludvig M. Lindemann, although 

direct melodic quotations are very few.  The first dance begins with a 
bounding theme on the horns, which is then slowed down, given sad 
minor-key coloration, and made the subject of a long central section full 

of the oboe solos which are one of the many glories of the piece.  As in 
all the Dances, the opening material is reprised at the end.  The second 
movement repeats the process the other way round: a slow outer 

section dominated once again by an oboe theme (surely one of the 
loveliest composed even by a master-melodist like Grieg) encloses a fast 
scherzo-like section based on fragments and developments of the same 
theme.  A spring dance melody from the Åmot region in Hedmark 
County is the basis for the third dance.  The fourth begins with the high 
seriousness of a Norse Saga – indeed, the theme of the main Allegro 

molto section bears a striking but probably coincidental resemblance to 
the main theme of Sibelius’ En Saga, written about the same time.  The 
hero battles on through fire, flood and lightning strikes, is allowed a 
brief pastoral interlude to recuperate before the quest reaches a 
triumphant major-key conclusion. 

David Fraser 2022 

 

 

 



MICHAEL BELL was born in Neath and studied music at Cardiff 
University. 

After graduating, Michael formed the Cardiff Philharmonic Orchestra in 
1982 and has conducted the orchestra for 40 years, the anniversary 
concert having taken place this June.  Michael has conducted an 
enormous and wide-ranging repertoire with CPO, in over 350 concerts, 
including symphonies by Mahler, Richard Strauss, Brahms, Tchaikovsky, 
Vaughan Williams, Elgar and Shostakovich, as well as major orchestral 
works by Stravinsky, Ravel and Prokofiev. 

In 2010 Michael was invited to conduct the Brecknock Sinfonia at 
Brecon Cathedral, and has since become the orchestra’s regular 
conductor. He was invited to conduct the Abergavenny Symphony 
Orchestra in its summer concert in 2017 and returned a number of 
times to conduct the ASO before being appointed as Music Director in 
2021. 

In November 2019 he made his debut with the Hereford String 
Orchestra, now known as the Hereford Symphony Orchestra, where he 
is a musical director and regular conductor. 

Michael was awarded an MBE for services to music In the New Year’s 
Honours 2018.  

Our next concert 

Our next concert will take place in Our Lady & St Michael’s RC Church 
on Sunday November 20th at 2.30pm. To celebrate the 150th anniversary 
of Vaughan Williams’ birth we will be performing programme of British 

music: 

 Holst – A Somerset Rhapsody 

 Vaughan Williams – The Lark Ascending  
Violin: Gillian Bradley 

 Iestyn Harding – Commission for Tŷ Cerdd 

 Vaughan Williams – Symphony No 5 

 

In December, all being well, we hope to present another of our popular 
children’s concerts, this time on the theme of Animals. 

 

Our March concert will feature cellist Rosie Biss playing the Elgar cello 
concerto. 

 

In April 2023 we will finally be running the orchestral workshop that we 
had to cancel in 2020. Dennis Simons will return to conduct us for the 
day in Elgar’s Symphony No 2. This time we’ll be in Llangynidr Village 
Hall, a suitably spacious venue for what we hope will be a large 
orchestral turnout! Having had to postpone in previous years due to 
snow or flood in February, we have moved the event on to April. 
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The orchestra is grateful for the support of non-members who have 

augmented various sections for this concert. 

New members 

If you would be interested in joining the orchestra, please contact us at 
info@abergavennysymph.org.uk. You can check our website for details 

of the rehearsal schedule. 

 

 

Easy Fundraising 

This is an easy way to raise money for the orchestra if you shop online 
for anything from groceries to holidays. Say you want to buy a book 
from Amazon. Instead of going to amazon.co.uk, you go to 
easyfundraising.org.uk first. You click from the easyfundraising website 
through to Amazon to make your purchase. The price of the book is 
exactly the same as if you’d visited Amazon directly. After you have 

bought your book, Amazon will make a donation to your cause as a 
thank you for shopping with them. easyfundraising collect these 
donations, and it costs nothing! As the saying goes, every little helps! 

Go to our website and follow the link at the bottom of the home page. 
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